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A Control Scheme Integrating the T Chart and
TCUSUM Chart
Liang Qua, Zhang Wua∗† and Tien-I Liub

This article proposes an integrated scheme (T&TCUSUM chart) which combines a Shewhart T chart and a TCUSUM
chart (a CUSUM-type T chart) to monitor the time interval T between the occurrences of an event or the time between
events. The performance studies show that the T&TCUSUM chart can effectively improve the overall performance
over the entire T shift range. On average, it is more effective than the T chart by 26.66% and the TCUSUM chart
by 14.12%. Moreover, the T&TCUSUM chart performs more consistently than other charts for the detection of either
small or large T shifts, because it has the strength of both the T chart (more sensitive to large shifts) and the TCUSUM
chart (more sensitive to small shifts). The implementation of the new chart is almost as easy as the operation of a
TCUSUM chart. Copyright © 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

The control chart is the most powerful tool in Statistical Process Control (SPC). In the recent years, many new charts and
their applications have been proposed and studied by SPC practitioners and researchers in engineering, management and
statistics1--6. One type of control chart was developed to monitor the time interval T between the occurrences of an event or

TBE (Time Between Events). Time and event may have different meanings in different situations. For example, in the manufacturing
industry, an event may mean the occurrence of a nonconforming product and time means the time between two consecutive
nonconforming products. In reliability engineering, an event may mean the failure of a system and time means the time between
the failures. The occurrences of many events result in a negative or hazardous consequence. In SPC, one is usually interested in
detecting a decrease in the time interval T of those events, as a decrease in T indicates a move in a loss direction or a transit to
a worse status. The users should be warned as soon as possible when a decreasing T shift occurs. Otherwise this shift will cause
a high rate in damage, cost, or loss.

Many TBE control charts have been developed to monitor the time interval T of an event, including the T chart or exponential
chart7--10, the CRL and RL2 charts11, 12, the SCRL or Gamma chart13, 14, the TCUSUM chart15--18, the geometric CUSUM chart11, 19,
the exponential EWMA chart20, the synthetic chart21, 22 and the CQC-r chart23. Recently Wu et al.24, 25 presented two charts for
simultaneously monitoring the time interval T and the magnitude X of an event.

The TBE charts are particularly effective for a high yield production line with very low defect rate. Its applications can also be
extended to many non-manufacturing sectors, such as the healthcare industry26--28.

While the Shewhart T chart is simple in design and implementation and has high detection effectiveness against large
T shifts, the TCUSUM charts (i.e. the CUSUM chart monitoring T) have been well recognized recently owing to the fact that online
measurement and distributed computing systems have become the norm in today’s SPC applications15--18, 29--31. As a CUSUM
chart incorporates all the information in the sequence of the sample points by monitoring the cumulative sums of the statistics,
it is more effective than a Shewhart-type control chart for detecting small and moderate T shifts.

In most SPC applications, it is quite difficult to predict the actual magnitudes of process shifts. In order to make the control
scheme effective over a wide range of shifts, some researchers30, 32 recommended using two or three CUSUM charts simultaneously
(named as the 2-CUSUM chart or 3-CUSUM chart). Lucas33 proposed a scheme integrating an X (or X) chart and a CUSUM chart.
In his scheme, the CUSUM feature will quickly detect small and moderate shifts while the addition of the X chart increases the
speed of detecting large shifts. According to a recent study34, Lucas’ combined X&CUSUM scheme outperforms the single CUSUM
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chart by 6.3% on average if both charts are designed by an optimization algorithm. Lucas also commented that the X&CUSUM
scheme is almost as easy to use as the CUSUM chart.

This article proposes a combined T&TCUSUM chart. As it has both the strength of the T chart for quickly detecting large T shifts
and the advantage of the TCUSUM chart of being sensitive to small shifts, the T&TCUSUM chart often significantly outperforms
an individual T chart or TCUSUM chart from an overall viewpoint. Specifically, the T&TCUSUM chart achieves an improvement
over the TCUSUM chart by 14.12%, more than doubling the improvement (6.3%) gained by the X&CUSUM chart over the CUSUM
chart33. Moreover, like the X&CUSUM chart, the T&TCUSUM chart has more consistent detection effectiveness over the whole
shift range.

The performance of a control chart can be measured by the Average Time to Signal (ATS). The out-of-control ATS indicates
the average time required to signal an out-of-control case and is commonly used as an indicator of the power (or effectiveness)
of the control chart, whereas the in-control ATS0 means the average time from the commencement of a process to the first false
alarm and is used as a measure of the false alarm rate.

As in most reported works23, the time interval T is assumed to follow an exponential distribution. Therefore, the only distribution
parameter is the failure rate � (or the reciprocal of the mean value of T). The probability density function fT and the cumulative
probability function FT of an exponential distribution are given by

fT (t)=�e−�t , FT (t)=1−e−�t , t ≥0. (1)

Let � (�≥1) be the shift of � in terms of its in-control value �0, that is,

�=��0. (2)

A larger � or � leads to a greater reduction in T , and vice versa. Or in other words, an increasing (or decreasing) � or �
represents a decreasing (or increasing) shift in T . In this article, it is assumed that the in-control �0 is known a priori. When a
process is in control, �=�0 (or �=1); and when the process falls out of control, � >1.

The remainder of the article proceeds as follows: the implementation of the T&TCUSUM chart is described in the next section,
followed by the design of this chart. A performance comparison between the T&TCUSUM chart and the individual T and TCUSUM
charts is then conducted. An application example is also illustrated. The discussions and conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. Implementation of the T&TCUSUM chart

A T&TCUSUM chart consists of a T chart component and a TCUSUM chart component. The T chart component has only one
charting parameter: the lower control limit LCL, and the TCUSUM chart component has a reference parameter k and an upper
control limit H. The cumulative sum Ct of the TCUSUM chart component is updated by

C0 = 0,

Ct = max(0, Ct−1 +k−Tt),
(3)

where Tt is the (t)th sample value of the time interval T . A T&TCUSUM chart is implemented as follows:

1. When the occurrence of an event is detected, find the time interval T between the current and the last occurrences.
2. If Tt< LCL, the process is thought to be out of control, then go to step (6) immediately (This is the feature of the T chart

component).
3. Otherwise (i.e. Tt ≥LCL), update Ct using Equation (3).
4. If Ct>H, the process is thought to be out of control and go to step (6) (This is the feature of the TCUSUM chart component).
5. Otherwise (i.e. Ct ≤H), the process is thought to be in control, then go back to step (1) and wait for the next occurrence

of the event.
6. The T&TCUSUM chart produces an out-of-control signal, and the process is stopped immediately for an investigation.

The implementation of the T&TCUSUM chart is just slightly more difficult than that of the TCUSUM chart with one more
action in step (2). This problem becomes even minor nowadays as on-site computers are available in most of today’s industrial
production lines.

3. Design of the T&TCUSUM chart

3.1. Design objective

Usually, the design objective of a control chart is to minimize the out-of-control ATS for a specified process shift, with the
condition that the in-control ATS0 is no smaller than a specification � . This is achieved by searching the optimal values of the
charting parameters. However, since it is very difficult, if not impossible, to predict the actual sizes of process shifts for most
applications29, there is no guarantee that the resultant control chart will perform well over a wide range of process shifts.

A common practice while comparing the overall performance of two charts is to examine the corresponding out-of-control
ATS values of the two charts at some process shift points (e.g. the discrete values of � in Equation (3)) within an interested range
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(1<�≤�max). In most cases, no chart will produce smaller out-of-control ATS than another chart at all shift points29. However,
if one chart has a smaller average out-of-control ATS, or has smaller ATS values at more points and/or to a larger degree, this
chart is thought to be more effective than the other. This comparison scenario can be formulated as the average ratio (AR) of
ATS values across a shift range of interest,

AR=
∑m

i=1
ATS(�i)

ATSbench(�i)

m
, 1<�i ≤�max, (4)

where �i denotes the discrete values of � at the ith shift point and m is the number of out-of-control points in the shift range.
ATS(�i) is the ATS value produced by a chart at �i and ATSbench(�i) is the value generated by a benchmark chart at the same
point. Obviously, if the AR value of a chart is larger than one, this chart is generally less effective than the benchmark chart over
the shift range, and vice versa.

In this article, the Average Loss, AL, is also proposed as an alternative measure of the overall performance of the charts. The
average extra loss � per unit time29 during an out-of-control case is proportional to (�−�0), that is the average number � of
event occurrences per unit time minus the number �0 under the in-control situation,

�=c ·(�−�0)=c�0(�−1), (5)

where c is a cost constant and can be set as one. The total loss incurred by an out-of-control case is equal to the product of
� and ATS (note ATS is the average time that an out-of-control case sustains without being detected). Both � and ATS are the
functions of the T shifts, indicated by �. If the entire shift range is taken into consideration, the Average Loss AL is obtained
similarly to AR in Equation (4)

AL=
∑m

i=1 (l(�i) ·ATS(�i))

m
, 1<�i ≤�max. (6)

The average loss AL is actually a weighted average ATS across the shift range, using the extra loss � per unit time as the weight.
If a chart has a small AL, its out-of-control ATS value at each �point is generally small.

The average loss AL has two advantages compared with the average ratio AR of ATS values. First, the calculation of AL
does not require a predetermined benchmark chart and is therefore more tractable. Second, while the AR results are more or
less influenced by the selection of the benchmark, the results of AL will not. In view of this, AL will be used as the objective
function in the optimal design of the control charts, including the T&TCUSUM chart. In fact, if AR (Equation (4)) is taken as the
objective function, the optimal design of the benchmark chart is problematic, because the benchmark chart cannot use itself as
the benchmark. The minimization of AL will directly reduce the out-of-control ATS as well as the loss, damage, or cost incurred
by the out-of-control cases.

3.2. Design specifications

To design a T&TCUSUM chart, the following three specifications need to be determined:

1. The allowable minimum value, �, of the in-control ATS0. The value of � is decided with respect to the tolerable false alarm
rate. The resultant (or actual) ATS0 must be no smaller than �.

2. The in-control value �0 of the parameter � of the exponential probability distribution of the time interval T . The value of
�0 can be estimated from the in-control sample mean of T , usually obtained from a historical data set.

3. The maximum shift �max required to calculate the average loss AL in Equation (6). In practice, the value of �max may be
decided based on the knowledge about the process (e.g. the maximum possible shift in a process) or based on the shift
range the users are interested to investigate.

3.3. Design model

The optimal design of a T&TCUSUM chart will be conducted using the following model:

Objective function: AL=minimum, (7)

Constraint function: ATS0 =�, (8)

Independent design variables: LCL, k,

Dependent design variable: H.

The in-control ATS0 and out-of-control ATS (used for the calculation of AL) are evaluated by a Markov procedure, detailed in
Appendix A.

The optimal design will search for the optimal values of the independent design variables LCL (the lower control limit of the
T chart component) and k (the reference parameter of the TCUSUM chart component) in order to minimize the objective function
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AL (the average loss). The minimization of AL will in turn shorten the ATS values for different values of � over the entire shift
range, or reduce the loss in quality. For a given pair of LCL and k, the dependent design variable H (the upper control limit of
the TCUSUM chart component) is adjusted to meet the constraint on ATS0 (8). This constraint is treated as an equality constraint
rather than an inequality one in order to make full use of the available resources and chart capacity.

It is noteworthy that the adjustment of LCL is actually to search for the optimal allocation of the detection power between
the T chart component and the TCUSUM chart component, or to balance the detection power between that against small shifts
and that against large shifts. If LCL is made larger (tighter), H must be relaxed correspondingly in order to maintain (ATS0 =�).
Consequently, the T chart component becomes relatively more powerful than the TCUSUM chart component and the whole
T&TCUSUM combination is more sensitive to larger shifts. On the other hand, if LCL is made smaller, H must be tightened. Then
the T&TCUSUM chart becomes more sensitive to smaller shifts.

3.4. Optimization search

The optimal design is implemented as a two-level search as outlined below:

1. Specifications: �, �0, and �max.
2. Initialize a variable ALmin as a very large number, say 107 (ALmin is used to store the minimum value of average loss AL).
3. At the first level, search LCL within the range of (0≤LCL≤LCLmax), where the upper bound LCLmax is determined by

LCLmax =− 1

�0
ln

(
1− 1

��0

)
. (9)

Constraint (8) on ATS0 can be satisfied only when LCL ≤LCLmax.
4. At the second level, with the given value of LCL determined in the first level, search k within the range of (1 / �0<k<∞).

Then for a given set of values of LCL and k,

4.1. Adjust H to make the resultant ATS0 equal to � (constraint (8)).
4.2. When the values of all three charting parameters, LCL, k, and H, are preliminarily determined, the objective function AL is

calculated by Equation (7).
4.3. If the calculated AL is smaller than the current ALmin, replace the latter by the former and the current values of LCL, k, and

H are stored as a temporary optimal solution.

5. At the end of the entire two-level search, the optimal T&TCUSUM chart that produces the minimum AL and satisfies ATS0
constraint is identified. The corresponding optimal values of LCL, k, and H are also finalized.

The above search algorithm is fairly reliable. The optimal design of a T&TCUSUM chart can be completed within a few seconds
of CPU time on a personal computer. As Duncan35 mentioned, most design strategies used in SPC are heuristic. They make no
attempt to secure the global optimal solution. Instead, they focus on deriving a relatively convenient procedure for approximating
the optimum that could be adopted in practice.

4. Comparative studies

The performance of three control charts (the T chart, TCUSUM chart, and T&TCUSUM chart) is compared in this section.

1. T chart
For detecting a decreasing T shift (or an increase in the event frequency), the T chart has only one lower control limit LCL
determined by

LCL=− 1

�0
ln

(
1− 1

��0

)
. (10)

It is also the upper bound for the LCL of the T chart component in a T&TCUSUM combination (see Equation (9)).
2. TCUSUM chart15

The design of a TCUSUM chart is to determine the optimal combination of the reference parameter k and the control limit
H so that the average loss AL over the shift range is minimized and the in-control ATS0 is equal to �.

3. The T&TCUSUM chart proposed in this article.

4.1. A study for a general case

The performance of the three charts is first studied under the following general conditions:

�0 =0.005, �=10000, �max =60. (11)

The specification of (�0 =0.005) indicates that, on average, the event takes place once for every 200 time units when the
process is in control, and (�=10000=50 / �0) means that a false alarm will be produced for every 50 occurrences of the event,
on average. The control charts are studied in the shift range of (1≤�≤60) or (�0 ≤�≤60�0).
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For this case, the charting parameters as well as the ATS values of the three control charts are summarized in Table I. The
curves of the normalized ATS (i.e. ATS / ATST&TCUSUM) of the three charts are displayed in Figure 1. In Table I and Figure 1, there
are several interesting findings as follows:

1. First, each of the three charts generates an ATS0 value very close to � when the process is in control (i.e. when �=1). This
ensures that the comparison among the charts is fair.

2. As expected, the TCUSUM chart outperforms the T chart for small T shifts (when �≤25), but it is less sensitive to large �
than the latter.

3. The T&TCUSUM chart has shown its high effectiveness for detecting T shifts of different sizes. This chart is more effective
than the TCUSUM chart as long as �>9. When �=60, the TCUSUM chart produces an ATS value larger than that of the
T&TCUSUM chart by 41.25%. On the other hand, the T&TCUSUM chart consistently outperforms the T chart over the whole
shift range. When �=5, the ATS value produced by the T chart is larger than that of the T&TCUSUM chart by 99.51%.
However, the T chart becomes nearly as effective as the T&TCUSUM chart when � gets very large.

4. The performance of the T&TCUSUM chart is robust over the entire shift range. It is effective for detecting both small and
large shifts. On the contrary, although the T chart is quite sensitive to large T shifts and the TCUSUM chart is very effective
for detecting small T shifts, each of them is ineffective in other circumstances.

The average losses AL of the three charts are enumerated at the bottom of Table I. Also listed are the ratio of AL / ALT&TCUSUM
and AR (average ratio of ATS values of two charts using the T&TCUSUM chart as the benchmark). The ratios of (AL / ALT&TCUSUM)
reveal that, in this general case, the T&TCUSUM chart reduces the total quality loss by 32.73 and 21.18% compared with the
T chart and TCUSUM chart, respectively. The AR values also ascertain that, on average, the T&TCUSUM chart produces smaller
out-of-control ATS, namely 28.52% smaller than that of the T chart and 22.54% smaller than that of the TCUSUM chart.

It is interesting to find that the (AL / ALT&TCUSUM) ratio and AR value of a chart are fairly close to each other. Both seem to
be reasonable and trustworthy measures of the overall effectiveness of a control chart.

4.2. A factorial experiment

Next, the three charts are further studied under different conditions through a 23 factorial experiment in which each of the three
factors, �0, �, and �max, varies at two levels as shown below:

�0 : 0.001, 0.025.

� : 20 / �0, 50 / �0.

�max : 30, 80.

This results in eight different cases or combinations of �0, �, and �max, as shown in Table II. It is noted that � is expressed in
terms of �0 as suggested by Grade and Rattihalli36.

For each case the three control charts are designed and each of them produces an ATS0 value equal to �. The relative operating
characteristics of the charts are similar to that revealed in Table I and Figure 1. Generally, the T&TCUSUM chart is more effective
than the other two charts across the T shift range, except that it is less sensitive to very small � than the TCUSUM chart and,
occasionally, less sensitive to very large � than the T chart.

For all the eight cases, the overall performance of the control charts, as reflected by AL and AR, are summarized in Table II
together with the charting parameters. The values of AL / ALT&TCUCUM and AR are uniformly larger than one. This indicates that
the T&TCUSUM chart always outperforms the individual T chart and TCUSUM chart in all eight cases. Its superiority over the
T chart becomes very high (>60%) when � is high and �max is low at the same time. On the other hand, the T&TCUSUM
chart outperforms the TCUSUM chart to a more significant degree (close to or more than 20%) when �max is at high level. The
specification �0 seems to have no impact on the performance comparison between the charts as � is expressed in terms of �0.

The comparison between the T chart and TCUSUM chart strongly depends on �max. The TCUSUM chart outperforms the
T chart when �max is low; but it is less effective than the latter when �max is high. It stands to reason as the TCUSUM chart is
more sensitive to smaller T shifts and the T chart to larger ones.

Finally, a grand average AL / ALT&TCUSUM is calculated for each chart. It is the average of the AL / ALT&TCUSUM ratios encompassing
all the eight cases in Table II. The results are ALT / ALT&TCUSUM =1.2666 and ALTCUSUM / ALT&TCUSUM =1.1412. This indicates that,
from the most comprehensive viewpoint (covering all different values of �, �0, �, and �max), the T&TCUSUM chart is more
effective than the T chart and TCUSUM chart by 26.66 and 14.12%, respectively. In view of the ratio of ATS, the grand averages
ART(=1.2364) and ARTCUSUM(=1.1507) indicate the similar degrees of superiority of the T&TCUSUM chart over the other two
charts.

It is noteworthy that neither the T chart nor the TCUSUM chart may outperform the T&TCUSUM chart under any circumstances
(for any set of specifications �0, �, and �max) because each of the T chart and TCUSUM chart is just a special case of the T&TCUSUM
chart. If the lower limit LCL of the T&TCUSUM chart is fixed as zero and its reference parameter k and upper limit H are made
equal to the k and H of a TCUSUM chart, then this T&TCUSUM chart will perform exactly as that TCUSUM chart. It means that one
can always design a T&TCUSUM chart that outperforms the best possible TCUSUM chart, or at least works equally well. Similarly,
if the H of a T&TCUSUM chart is set infinitely large and its LCL is made equal to the LCL of the best T chart, then the best
T chart becomes a special case of the T&TCUSUM chart. Consequently, one can always design a T&TCUSUM chart that will surely
perform better than, or at least equally well as, the best T chart or the best TCUSUM chart.

Copyright © 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Qual. Reliab. Engng. Int. 2011, 27 529--539
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Table I. Comparison of three control charts (�0 =0.005,�=10 000,�max =60)

ATS

T&TCUSUM chart TCUSUM chart T chart

LCL=2.544
H=76.814 H=209.215

� k =50.667 k =101.333 LCL=4.041

1 10002.960 9991.169 10000.000
2 1809.547 1084.686 2624.242
4 356.951 256.996 693.557
5 228.517 181.921 455.915
6 163.928 140.707 324.986
8 102.259 97.033 192.261
9 85.599 84.115 155.658
10 73.461 74.302 129.126
12 57.024 60.380 93.910
14 46.444 50.965 72.123
16 39.077 44.155 57.625
18 33.659 38.985 47.439
20 29.510 34.916 39.978
22 26.235 31.624 34.328
24 23.587 28.903 29.932
25 22.446 27.712 28.088
26 21.405 26.616 26.434
28 19.577 24.664 23.598
30 18.026 22.980 21.261
32 16.694 21.511 19.308
34 15.538 20.219 17.656
36 14.526 19.073 16.243
38 13.634 18.050 15.024
40 12.841 17.131 13.964
42 12.131 16.302 13.033
44 11.493 15.549 12.212
46 10.917 14.862 11.482
48 10.393 14.234 10.830
50 9.914 13.656 10.244
52 9.476 13.124 9.716
54 9.073 12.631 9.237
56 8.701 12.174 8.801
58 8.357 11.749 8.403
60 8.038 11.353 8.039

AL 2.7669 3.3529 3.6726
AL/ALT&TCUSUM 1.0000 1.2118 1.3273
AR 1.0000 1.2254 1.2852

5. Example

An electronic component is produced at a rate of 350 units/h in a production line. The company has 225 records of the time
ti (in seconds) between defective units. They were acquired when the process was in a stable and in-control status. It is found
that these ti data can be fitted very well to an exponential distribution. The in-control �0 is estimated as 0.001123/s from the
records. This �0 value indicates that, on average, there is a defective unit for every 890.47 s (or 0.2474 h). The Quality Assurance
(QA) engineer decides to set �=43 200 s (or 12 h). He is most interested to detect the increase of � up to 60 times of �0. The
specifications are summarized as follows:

�0 =0.001123 / s, �=43200s, �max =60.

The three control charts (the T chart, TCSUM chart, and T&TCUSUM chart) are designed for this case and their charting
parameters are listed below:

T chart: LCL=18.5588.
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Figure 1. Normalized ATS of three control charts

Table II. Factorial experiment

Case �0 � �max LCL H k AL AL / ALT&TCUSUM AR

1 0.001 (−) 20 000 (−) 30 (−) T 51.293 — — 2.960 1.15644 1.13332
TCUSUM — 831.411 544.444 2.662 1.04020 1.04762

T&TCUSUM 28.922 535.370 388.888 2.559 1.00000 1.00000

2 0.001 (−) 20 000 (−) 80 (+) T 51.293 — — 2.240 1.03417 1.03345
TCUSUM — 763.342 520.833 2.589 1.19508 1.19887

T&TCUSUM 41.607 508.955 343.750 2.166 1.00000 1.00000

3 0.001 (−) 50 000 (+) 30 (−) T 20.202 — — 5.350 1.69230 1.61587
TCUSUM — 1113.295 522.222 3.447 1.09034 1.10306

T&TCUSUM 0.335 553.568 355.555 3.161 1.00000 1.00000

4 0.001 (−) 50 000 (+) 80 (+) T 20.202 — — 3.197 1.18364 1.16295
TCUSUM — 1062.182 510.416 3.346 1.23900 1.25338

T&TCUSUM 651.385 312.500 2.701 1.00000 1.00000

5 0.025 (+) 800 (−) 30 (−) T 2.051 — — 2.960 1.15644 1.13332
TCUSUM — 33.256 21.777 2.662 1.04020 1.04762

T&TCUSUM 1.156 21.414 15.555 2.559 1.00000 1.00000

6 0.025 (+) 800 (−) 80 (+) T 2.051 — — 2.240 1.03417 1.03345
TCUSUM — 30.533 20.833 2.589 1.19508 1.19887

T&TCUSUM 1.664 20.358 13.750 2.166 1.00000 1.00000

7 0.025 (+) 2000 (+) 30 (−) T 0.808 — — 5.350 1.69230 1.61587
TCUSUM — 44.531 20.888 3.447 1.09034 1.10306

T&TCUSUM 22.142 14.222 3.161 1.00000 1.00000

8 0.025 (+) 2000 (+) 80 (+) T 0.808 — — 3.197 1.18364 1.16295
TCUSUM — 42.487 20.416 3.346 1.23900 1.25338

T&TCUSUM 0.686 26.055 12.500 2.701 1.00000 1.00000

T ALT / ALT&TCUSUM =1.2666 ART =1.2364
TCUSUM ALTCUSUM / ALT&TCUSUM =1.1412 ARTCUSUM =1.1507

TCUSUM chart: k =470.1217, H=1001.0106.

T&TCUSUM chart: LCL=14.7304, k =319.6827, H=693.2005.
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Figure 2. ATS comparison among three charts in the example. (a) Entire shift range. (b) Moderate and large shifts.

Figure 2 displays the ATS curves of the three charts. Figure 2(a) shows the curves over the shift range of (1≤�≤10). The
in-control ATS0 values of all charts are equal to �(=43 200). Figure 2(b) zooms in the ATS curves for moderate and large
T shifts. The comparison of the effectiveness of the three charts is similar to that summarized in the Section of comparative
studies. As expected, the T&TCUSUM chart is more powerful than the other two charts from an overall viewpoint. The ratio of
ALT / ALT&TCUSUM is equal to 1.2564 and ALTCUSUM / ALT&TCUSUM is equal to 1.1659.

As the T&TCUSUM chart has excellent detection effectiveness and the SPC operation will be carried out with the help of an
on-site computer, this chart is selected for the process monitoring in this application. The operators only have to enter the sample
value of T from a keyboard for each detected defective unit, all the computation and plotting will be handled by a computer
program.

6. Conclusions and discussions

This article presents the basic ideas, as well as the design, implementation, and performance assessment of the joint T&TCUSUM
scheme. The design of this chart is conducted based on an objective function representing the average loss AL incurred by the
out-of-control cases. The T&TCUSUM chart always outperforms the individual T and TCUSUM charts in overall effectiveness. It is
more effective than the T chart by 26.66% and the TCUSUM chart by 14.12%, considering different specified values of �0, �, and
�max as studied in this article. The improvement achieved by the T&TCUSUM chart over the TCUSUM chart is more significant
than the superiority of the X&CUSUM chart over the CUSUM chart33. The high detection effectiveness of the T&TCUSUM chart
is attributable to its ability of making use of the information about the last time interval T and the information residing in the
entire series of data of T . In view of implementation, a T&TCUSUM chart can be operated almost as easily as a TCUSUM chart.

Meanwhile, the T&TCUSUM chart demonstrates the strength in achieving a balanced effectiveness for detecting T shifts of
different sizes. Its performance is satisfactory across the entire shift range. Conversely, the TCUSUM chart is only effective for
detecting small T shifts but insensitive to large shifts. Similarly, the T chart is only powerful for detecting large T shifts but quite
ineffective for small shifts. It is an important issue as both small and large T shifts may arise unpredictably for most of the events.
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In this article, it is assumed that the time interval T follows an exponential distribution. It is interesting to carry out further
studies on the T&TCUSUM chart for the cases in which T follows other probability distributions. Furthermore, if it is difficult
to identify a suitable theoretical distribution for an application, a nonparametric approach can be employed to estimate the
probability distribution based on available data. For all these alternatives, the T&TCUSUM chart is expected to work well because
the high effectiveness of this chart is not obtained due to the use of a particular probability distribution. Instead, it is attributable
to the utilization of the information including the last and all previous sample values of T .
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Appendix A: Calculation of the ATS of the T&TCUSUM chart

Suppose that the statistic Ct in Equation (3) experiences m different transitional states before being absorbed into the out-of-
control state. States 0 to (m−1) are in-control states and state m is an out-of-control state (m is set as 100 in this article). The
width of the interval of each in-control state is given as

d =H / (m−0.5). (A1)

The center, Oi , of state i is given by

Oi = i ·d i=0, 1,. . ., m−1. (A2)

Let pij be the transition probability from state i to state j for the T&TCUSUM chart. First, only the TCUSUM chart component
is taken into consideration. If j = 0 (referring to Equation (3)),

pi0 =Pr(Oi +k−T<0.5d)=Pr(T>L0), (A3)

where

L0 = (i−0.5)d+k. (A4)

On the other hand, if j>0,

pij =Pr(Oj −0.5d<Oi +k−T<Oj +0.5d)=Pr(Lj<T<Uj), (A5)

where

Lj = (i− j−0.5)d+k, Uj = (i− j+0.5)d+k. (A6)

Then, the T chart component is added. This means that if T <LCL, the T&TCUSUM chart will produce an out-of-control signal
immediately, or that the statistic Ct will be transferred to the out-of-control state unconditionally. In view of this, Equations (A3)
and (A5) for the transition probability pij have to be modified as below:

pi0 =
{

Pr(T>L0) if LCL<L0,

Pr(T>LCL) if LCL>L0,
(A7)

pij =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0 if LCL>Uj,

Pr(LCL<T<Uj) if Uj>LCL>Lj,

Pr(Lj<T<Uj) if LCL<Lj.

(A8)

Or

pi0 =
{

1−Pr(T<L0) if LCL<L0,

1−Pr(T<LCL) if LCL>L0,
(A9)

pij =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0 if LCL>Uj,

Pr(T<Uj)−Pr(T<LCL) if Uj>LCL>Lj,

Pr(T<Uj)−Pr(T<Lj) if LCL<Lj.

(A10)

Based on the transition probability pij , the transition matrix R can be established. It is a matrix with a size of (m×m), excluding
the elements associated with the absorbing (or out-of-control) state. There are three types of time intervals and transition matrices.
Correspondingly, the probabilities of Pr(T ≤ t) in Equations (A9) and (A10) will be calculated differently.
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1. Pre-shift interval: It represents all the time intervals before the T shift takes place. In these time intervals, �=�0. To establish
the corresponding transition matrix Rpre for a pre-shift interval, the probabilities of Pr(T ≤ t) is determined by Equation (1)
using �=�0.

Pr(T ≤ t)=FT (t)=1−e−�0t . (A11)

2. Shift interval: It is the time interval within which the T shift happens in a random time ts. In this time interval, �=�0 before
ts, but �=�1(=��0) after ts. For the corresponding transition matrix Rshift, the probability of Pr(T ≤ t) is denoted as F∗

T (t)

and is calculated by the following formula derived by Wu et al25:

Pr(T ≤ t)=F∗
T (t)=�1

[
1−e−�1t

�1
− e−�0t(1−e−(�1−�0)t)

�1 −�0

]
. (A12)

3. Post-shift interval: It represents all the time intervals after the T shift takes place. To establish the corresponding transition
matrix Rpost, the probability of Pr(T ≤ t) is calculated by Equation (1) using �=�1.

Pr(T ≤ t)=FT (t)=1−e−�1t . (A13)

The in-control Average Run Length ARL0 is equal to the first element of the vector V0 given by the following formula:

V0 = (I−Rpre)−11, (A14)

where I is an identity matrix and 1 is a vector with all elements equal to one. Then ATS0 is calculated by

ATS0 =ARL0 / �0. (A15)

On the other hand, the out-of-control ATS under the steady-state mode is calculated as follows:

ATS= (BTRshiftV1 +1) / �1, (A16)

where B is the steady-state probability vector obtained by first normalizing Rpre and then solving the following equation:

(I−RT
pre)B=0 (A17)

subject to

1TB=1. (A18)

The vector V1 is the out-of-control ARL vector under the zero-state mode and determined by

V1 = (I−Rpost)−11. (A19)

All the formulae for calculating the in-control ATS0 and out-of-control ATS have been verified by simulation.
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